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108 Medals

Avyakt Bapdada Murli 22/01/1984

1.
stable ignited lamps medal
2.
free from obstacles medal
3.
awakened souls medal
4.
lamps with light of gyan
5.
lights of the world medal
6.
powerful lighthouse
7.
might-house medal
8.
knowledge-full medal
9.
embodiment of success
10. spiritual warriors
11. love medal
12. cooperation medal
13. closeness medal
14. victory medal
15. perfection medal
16. instruments for the task
17. special souls medal
18. spiritual intoxication
19. humble instrument
20. special server medal
21. tilak of victory medal
22. badhaai – congratulations
ceremony medal
23. zeal and enthusiasm medal
24. nischay – faith medal
25. infinite treasures of right
26. great donors medal
27. charitable souls
28. Pandavas medal
29. Shaktis
30. special serviceable souls
31. full cooperation medal
32. content medal
33. powerful
34. full of all attainments

35. valued jewels sustained with
sakar sustenance medal
36. experienced souls
37. loved souls
38. grown with blessings
39. inspiring others to move
forward
40. floating in the relationships and
the experiences with the Ocean
41. cooperative at the right time
42. united in the task medal
43. sign of greatness medal
44. enabling others to come close
to celebrate a meeting
45. grown up medal
46. look after everything medal
47. making effort on others medal
48. being complete medal
49. always in happiness medal
50. conquerors of Maya medal
51. always write good things
52. write in short medal
53. souls who are equal medal
54. master teachers medal
55. rulers of the globe medal
56. toured around medal
57. bringing many souls close
medal
58. Baba is pleased with the soul
medal
59. working hard with love medal
60. serviceable children medal
61. crown of the head medal
62. courageous children medal
63. carefree emperors medal
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64. one step towards the Father
medal
65. embodiments of love medal
66. Father Himself has come to
meet the children medal
67. masters of the yesterday's
world of peace and happiness
68. bound by the thread of true
love
69. speciality of peace and love
70. masters of jeevan mukti world
71. creators of the world medal
72. masters of heaven medal
73. residents of the kingdom full of
happiness
74. foundation stone of the
creation medal
75. images of support for the new
world
76. beloved, long-lost and now
found sweetest children medal
77. 'You are Mine' medal
78. singing the song medal
79. faces of love medal
80. sweet complaints medal
81. play the part of world service
with love medal
82. swinging in the swing of love
medal
83. long life medal
84. making progress medal
85. flying and constantly successful
medal
86. Baba speaking about them
medal

87. Father's limitless praise medal
88. love for one medal
89. enthusiasm for one thing
90. one determined thought of
giving all souls of the world the
message of peace medal
91. practical form of love medal
92. sited in Bapdada's eyes medal
93. remembered by the Father
medal
94. great souls medal
95. those whose thoughts reach
Bapdada medal
96. seated on the heart throne
medal
97. congratulations for reaching
home medal
98. stars of success medal
99. always absorbed in
remembrance and service medal
100. givers of new life to the world
medal
101. donors of an experience of true
love to everyone medal
102. constant companions medal
103. divine life medal
104. divine images, thoughts, words
and actions medal
105. elevated decoration of Brahmin
clan medal
106. those who make others
experience divinity medal
107. not-ordinary thoughts and
actions medal
108. 'I have attained what I wanted
to attain' medal

